“ ‘Eid Prayer and Friday Prayer (Salaatul-Jumu’ah) on the Same Day ”
Important Issue: If ‘Eid prayer and Friday prayer (salaatul-Jumu’ah) fall on the same day,
what are the options?
Answer:
Dr. Muhammad Baazmool, may Allah protect him, says,
“If Friday prayer and ‘Eid prayer fall on the same day, whoever prays ‘Eid prayer, Friday
prayer is not obligatory on him. Rather, [he can] pray the afternoon prayer (salaatu ath-thur)
1 in its (Friday prayer’s) place (Baazmool 121, 122).” 2
The Proof:
[1] - On the authority of Abu Hurayrah [d. AH 57 or 58] 3 , may Allah be pleased with him,
“The Messenger of Allah, prayers and peace upon him, said, ‘Eid prayer and Friday prayer
have fallen on the same day, today. Whoever prays ‘Eid prayer, Friday prayer is not
obligatory on him. As for us, we are going to pray Friday prayer’(Al-Albaanee 179).”
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[2] - On the authority of ‘Ataa Abi Rabaah [d. AH 114] 5, “Ibn Zubayr [d.AH 73] 6 led us in
‘Eid prayer early one Friday morning. [Later that day] we went out to pray Friday prayer, but
we didn’t see Ibn Zubayr!? Therefore, we prayed by ourselves; and when that happened, Ibn
‘Abbaas was in Ta’if.
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[TN]: The afternoon prayer (salaatu ath-thur) should be prayed as four units (raka’aat).
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Abdur-Rahman bin Sakhr [d. AH 57 or 58], the Companion who narrated 5374 Prophetic Traditions
(Hadeeth).
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Authentic: Al-Albaani, Naasir ad-Deen. Abu Dawood’s Collection of Prophetic Narrations. Riyaadh:
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‘Ataa Abi Rabaah al-Makki [d. AH 114] was a follower of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah
(Taabi’i). He was trustworthy and had a very sound understanding of the religion of Islam.
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‘Abdullah Ibn Zubayr al-Qurashi [d. AH 73] was a Companion of the Messenger of Allah. He was the
first child born from the Muslims after their resettlement from Makkah to al-Madinah. May Allah
be pleased with him. (*) I had trouble identifying this Companion. May Allah reward brother Moosaa
Richardson for helping me over the phone.

“ ‘Eid Prayer and Friday Prayer (Salaatul-Jumu’ah) on the Same Day ”

So when we saw Ibn ‘Abbaas [d. AH 68] 7, we asked him (Ibn Abbaas) about Ibn Zubayr not
praying Friday prayer with us. Ibn ‘Abbaas answered by saying, ‘What Ibn Zubayr did (not
praying Friday prayer) was in accordance with Prophetic Tradition (the Sunnah).”

[*] - As-Shaykh Saalih Fawzaan said, “If ‘Eid prayer falls on the same day as Friday prayer,
whoever prays ‘Eid prayer, it is not obligatory for him to pray Friday prayer. Rather Friday
prayer becomes recommended (sunnah) for him. However, as it relates to the Imam [of the
community], it is obligatory for him to pray both ‘Eid prayer and Friday prayer. He can not
leave off Friday prayer because those who choose to pray Friday prayer need an Imam.
(Fawzaan 2/257).” 8

Important Note: All biographies were taken from (Aadam, Muhammad).
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May Allah, the Most High, reward all of the Muslims who are sacrificing their wealth and
effort to perform al-Hajj, Aameen!
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Abdullah Ibn ‘Abbaas al-Haashimi [d. AH 68] was the cousin of the Messenger of Allah. He was
known to be extremely knowledgeable about the religion of Islam. He was given the nickname ‘The
Ocean’ due to his vast knowledge. May Allah, the Most High, be pleased with him.
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